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Abstract

This article investigates the welfare implication of trade liberalization, with variable markups,
using evidence from the global smartphone industry. Higher trade exposure imposes forces on
firms’ markups from two directions: more competitive markets induce firms to lower their
markups, while lower delivery costs motivate firms to lower their prices to an extent smaller
than the decline in costs with the higher market demand and enhance their markups. To date,
most structural work in international trade has ignored the potential welfare gains of trade lib-
eralization through the markup channel by alleviating price distortions or has otherwise failed
to track both of the directional forces that international trade imposes on markups. Accounting
for the smartphone markets of 40 countries, I build a model of supply and demand in which
both firms’ product portfolio and pricing strategies are endogenous. I find that an increase in
tariff rates would prompt mostly low-quality goods producers to exit the affected markets while
increasing the price-to-cost margins of the remaining low-quality goods producers; meanwhile,
the markups of the high-quality goods incumbents vary only little, or even reducing slightly
to offset the market demand slump that the higher costs generate. My results suggest that if
researchers only focus on the loss of variety when examining the impacts of higher trade barriers
following traditional methods of measurement without paying attention to the markup channel,
then the average consumer surplus loss could be underestimated by 7% to 10% through the
price distortion.

Keywords: variable markup, gains from trade

1 Introduction

The primary question of trade literature is: what does international trade bring us? A
popular method for studying the impact of trade liberalization on welfare is to build a firm
entry model with constant elasticity of substitution import demand and monopolistic com-
petition firm supply, and then to quantify how trade shocks affect firms’ entry decisions, the
existence of variety, the aggregate price index, and the wage rate. However, the changes in
the market structure that international trade induces can, in fact, change firms’ price-to-cost
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margins as well. Thus, if we ignore the changes in markups when studying the process of
trade liberalization, we might underestimate the gains brought by trade.

To my knowledge, Edmond, Midrigan, and Xu (2015) is one of the few influential papers
in recent years that takes variable markup into consideration when exploring international
trade’s impact on markets, and it finds that international trade can significantly reduce
markup dispersion and product market distortion. Their model builds on Atkeson and
Burstein’s (2007) work and links each firm’s markup with its market share. Nevertheless,
market demand, market competitiveness, and cost jointly determine firms’ markup decisions.
As a result, trade liberalization imposes two directions of force on markups: a more compet-
itive market encourages firms to reduce markups, while a lower final delivery cost and higher
total demand motivate firms to enhance markups. Building a firm-behavior model that in-
corporates both channels affecting the markup decisions will help us better understand how
trade policy and trade regulation influence welfare through the markup channel.

Much of the existing reduced-form work has investigated the impact of trade on price-cost
margins. Levinsohn (1993), Harrison (1994), Krishna and Mitra (1998), and Feenstra and
Weinstein (2010) find lower price-to-cost margins accompanied by higher trade exposure. De
Loecker, Goldberg, Khandelwal, and Pavcnik (2016), studying Indian markets, specifically,
find the net effect of increasing Indian manufacturing firms’ markups after the Indian tariff
reduction in 1991. Such literature focuses on the aggregate outcome of price-to-cost mar-
gin change without investigating which kinds of firms or which kinds of products’ pricing
strategies are more sensitive to trade exposure, nor which kinds of consumers are the target
groups.

As such, to supplement the existing literature, it is also necessary to research the markup
decisions made by producers of different tiers of quality in their responses to trade expo-
sure. If Germany implemented a higher tariff rate towards foreign cellphone brands, for
example, the entry decisions of high-end products, such as Apple and Samsung’s flagship
models, would be unlikely to be affected. However, the low-end producers, such as Meizu
and Wiko, would be very sensitive to trade shocks because their products’ profits are low.
Ultimately, therefore, the low-quality goods market’s markup distribution is more sensitive
to trade shocks since most consumers of those products are low-income people who cannot
absorb price increases. The current article also asks whether international trade can reduce
welfare inequality between rich and poor through the markup channel that the literature
previously ignored.

In this paper, I use the smartphone industry’s worldwide data from 40 countries, span-
ning the years 2010 to 2016, to quantify trade policies’ impact on firms’ pricing strategies. I
build a model in which the product portfolio and the pricing decisions regarding the products
on offer are endogenous, to fit each smartphone market’s supply and demand. I design the
structural framework with the aim of achieving several key objectives: 1) I expect to learn the
model’s demand and cost primitives in order to understand the cost of adding a smartphone
product to a market, along with what the smartphone producers’ pricing strategies are. 2)
I investigate, in a world of more trade protections and higher tariff rates, how the markup
distribution of the smartphone market changes and the extent to which firms of different
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quality tiers change their price-to-cost margins. 3) I quantify how the variable markups pro-
vide extra welfare change through the pricing channel, compared to the traditional model
in which markups are constant. I also pay attention to which group of people benefit/suffer
more from the additional markup change of trade regulation and whether more trade open-
ness reduces welfare inequality between rich and poor people by way of the markup and
pricing channel.

Studying the gains from international trade through the markup channel is challenging
work. Edmond, Midrigan, and Xu (2015) made an influential attempt and found that trade
could reduce markup dispersion to reduce resource misallocation and improve aggregate pro-
ductivity. Nonetheless, their model imposes very strong structure functional forms on both
the importer-demand-side and the producer-supply-side; in their model, international trade
affects markups in only one direction: more competition leads to lower markup and lower
markup dispersion. Beyond that study, furthermore, very little work has identified what
kinds of products and consumers are sensitive to trade shocks through the price channel.
The main reason for this is that international trade economists tend to apply the type of data
tracking all the manufacturing firms of some industries from one or several specific countries
to macro models with CES demand utility and monopolistic competition to simplify their
mechanisms. In such mechanisms, it is challenging to let competition and costs determine
markups jointly.

My model focuses on the smartphone industry and takes advantage of a data set that
can track all the entrants’ product and pricing decisions in all the countries. With this novel
data set, I build on Eizenberg’s (2014) pricing and entry mechanism to estimate a supply-
and-demand model in which both the set of offered smartphone products and their prices
are endogenously determined. My model is a two-stage game: in the first stage, all the firms
available in each market simultaneously choose the set of products to be offered. The offered
configurations would be available on the market in the second stage, and firms compete
Bertrand price competition simultaneously. Furthermore, in my model, trade regulation and
policy could change each product’s final delivery cost through mechanisms such as tariff rates
or quotas. The Nash-Bertrand competition’s nature could determine the equilibrium price
with the changing costs in the counterfactual analysis. I use this model to predict the impact
of trade liberalization on both the smartphone firms’ product portfolios and their pricing
strategies. As my data contain more information about the products and the markets, I
only assume prevalent but not strong linear utility function form on the demand side with-
out strong structural function forms on the supply side in order to study firms’ behaviors.

I define the average markup of a smartphone firm’s products as the ratio of its total prof-
its in all the countries (in the data set) to its total revenues in all the countries. According
to my estimation, except for iPhone and Samsung, most smartphone firms’ average markups
range from 4% to 5%. This result is consistent with the market research reports conducted
by consulting firms available online. The fixed entry cost of arranging a production line to
support a specific smartphone product’s sales in each country in each quarter ranges from
$200 thousand to $400 thousand dollars.

The price-to-cost margins of low-quality products are responsive to trade shocks, while
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the popular and high-end products might not change their markups very much. With the
model primitives, I conduct an experiment to charge a 50% higher tariff rate towards smart-
phone goods in each country and observe how the varieties and markup distribution change.
In most import-intensive countries, such as Germany and France, the increase in tariff rates
will not affect the existence or markup decisions of popular and high-end products. However,
many low-quality goods would exit the market due to their lower profits. Furthermore, their
exits would lead to markup distortion among the low-quality tiers. Meanwhile, in export-
intensive countries, such as Japan, where the dominant products on the market are goods
produced domestically, the consumer surplus loss incurred by a higher tariff rate would not
be as high as in the import-intensive countries; still, the new distorted prices could also
contribute to welfare loss among poor consumers.

I also disentangle consumer surplus loss due to fewer varieties and more-distorted price
outcomes. A higher degree of trade exposure yields more variety and creates a more com-
petitive environment for firms’ pricing. Higher trade restrictions could compel low-quality
goods to exit, could distort prices, and could ultimately make low-income consumers, who
prefer the low-end products, suffer more. Under the traditional CES import demand and
monopolistic competition environment, trade gains embody the change in available varieties
and price index with markups constant. My counterfactual analysis reveals that capturing
the loss of variety without counting for the markup change would underestimate the con-
sumer surplus loss by 7% to 10% in the countries observed.

This paper contributes to the literature that studies the gains from international trade.
Standard quantitative trade models, such as the perfect competition model of Eaton and Ko-
rtum (2002) and the monopolistic competition model of Melitz (2003) and Chaney (2008),
can capture the welfare gains from increased variety but not the price adjustment from the
competition. Edmond, Midrigan, and Xu (2015) consider variable markups when exploring
international trade’s welfare analysis but only admit one channel by which trade exposure
can affect markups. By contrast, in my model, both the competition and delivery cost impact
the final markup decisions, with a prevalent assumption of demand utility function form. I
conduct welfare analysis based on the framework with a more comprehensive understanding
of trade’s effect on markups.

My paper also complements the empirical literature on markups and trade. Past work by
Levinsohn (1993), Harrison (1994), Krishna and Mitra (1998), and Feenstra and Weinstein
(2010) reveal that in every country studied, relatively high sector-wide exposure to foreign
competition is associated with lower price-cost margins and that the effect is concentrated in
larger plants. De Loecker, Goldberg, Khandelwal, and Pavcnik (2016) compare the markup
distribution of Indian manufacturer firms before and after India’s tariff rate reduction in the
1990s and finds that the net effect of trade liberalization was to increase markups on account
of the fact that the costs fell. My model, by contrast with similar studies that precede it,
admits a two-sided change for markups in the face of greater trade exposure by incorporating
the two channels through which international trade imposes. Moreover, my work explores
what kinds of firms and products’ pricing strategies are more sensitive to trade exposure
and what kinds of demographics are the related firms’ and products’ target consumers. My
findings are that low-quality goods are more sensitive to trade shocks, and, as a result, low-
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income people associate with the new markup channel’s welfare gain.

Consistent with similar work, I use a specific industry’s worldwide data to capture firms’
entry behaviors and provide policy direction. Head and Mayer (2019), estimating a model
of international trade and foreign production that uses sourcing data from the automotive
industry, analyze the effect of trade unions and trade regulation have on production location.
Using the same automotive industry data, Cosar, Grieco, Li, and Tintelnot (2018) have also
studied the home market advantage. In the case of the current paper, smartphone industry
data allow me to analyze export policy implications.

The current paper is also related to the literature on endogenous product choice; my
work builds on a model in which firms first select products to be offered and then simul-
taneously compete under the Bertrand Nash pricing mechanism. This methodology is very
similar to that found in the papers of Eizenberg (2014) and Fan and Yang (2019), both of
which study multi-product firms’ discrete product and pricing choices. Eizenberg (2014),
specifically, uses such a mechanism to work on consumer welfare loss by instantly removing
old technology products as more innovative ones are released to the market. Fan and Yang
(2019) study the effect of a potential merger of existing entrants’ on their (hypothetical)
post-merger product portfolio. My paper adds to the literature that employs this type of
methodology by studying firms’ decisions about which products will exit the markets after
a cost shock makes them less profitable.

I organize the remainder of this paper as follows: Section 2 describes the data. Section
3 presents the model. Section 4 introduces how I apply the data to the model and complete
the estimation. Section 5 discusses my counterfactual analysis. Section 6 concludes.

2 Data

I use data on the global mobile phone industry. The majority of firm-level data that I use
come from the Worldwide Quarterly Mobile Phone Tracker, a market research endeavor by
the International Data Corporation (hereafter ”IDC”). This dataset is built upon the IDC’s
network of country-level mobile phone tracking services, and its bottom-up methodology
delivers an accurate view of the mobile phone market from those closest to it. Their tracker
covers all cellphones sold in more than 70 countries/regions. To supplement the IDC’s sales
data, this paper also uses the product, brand, and sales information on smartphone mod-
els collected by BDA China Market Research, to identify further information on firms and
products.

This paper includes quarterly data for 40 major countries, from the first quarter of 2007
to the second quarter of 2016. Table 1 shows the countries in my dataset. The 40 countries
that I use account for 90% of total GDP across the world, according to the 2016 World Bank
statistics, and suffice to capture the majority trade flow, globally.

The most important variable is each cellphone product’s sales information, per country,
per quarter. Each product’s sales value, in turn, is the numerical product of sales quantity
and average selling price for that product. Meanwhile, sales quantity is a measure of the
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Table 1: The 40 Countries/Regions in the Data

Africa America Asia & Pacific Eastern Europe Western Europe

Nigeria Argentina Australia Russia Austria
Brazil Hong Kong Ukraine Belgium

Canada India Denmark
Chile Indonesia Finland

Colombia Japan France
Mexico Malaysia Germany
USA New Zealand Ireland

Venezuela Pakistan Italy
Philippines Netherlands

China, Mainland Norway
Singapore Portugal

South Korea Spain
Taiwan Sweden

Thailand Switzerland
United Kingdom

The 40 countries above take 90% of the world’s GDP in 2016.

number of new mobile phones that a firm shipped to all distribution channels or directly to
end-users; average selling price is the average end-user price paid for a typically configured
mobile phone. Average selling price includes all freight, insurance, and other shipping and
handling fees, such as taxes and tariffs included in channel pricing; point-of-sale taxes (e.g.,
VAT or sales tax) are generally excluded. Additional subsidies that mobile operators might
offer are also not factored into this price. Because the average selling price estimates the
final price by the average end-users, it includes the implicit channel markup embedded in
the final price. With each smartphone product’s sales information in each country/quarter,
I deduce the existence of each smartphone product’s economic activity in a country/quarter
by checking whether the given product was recorded in the sales information in each specific
country/quarter.

With such a methodology for collecting the sales and entry information, I then observe
each firm’s quarterly sales in each country. Table 2 shows a brief summary of the entry
and sales information in the data. If in a given quarter, one firm’s products are available
in a specific country, this counts as an entry. # of firms is the total number of active mo-
bile phone firms in the world each year. # of entries represents the measure of available
firm-country-quarter observations each year. The entry information shows that the global
mobile phone market was an emerging industry in the observation ten years as the number
of active firms grows almost every year. The sales information lists the sales range of each
firm-country-quarter observation in each year. One firm makes revenue a of $ 16 billion USD
in a country-quarter (the iPhone’s sales in the USA, the fourth quarter of 2014), while there
are small firms in the data that only sell at most $ 10 thousand USD in a country-quarter.
All in all, however, the mean quarterly sales per firm show that the per-firm revenue tends
to be large in this industry.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics of the Data

Quarterly Basis Entry Information Sales Information
Year # of firms # of entries Mean Max Min
2010 108 2259 96.31 3,561 0.01
2011 120 2375 109.43 10,853 0.01
2012 141 2500 117.25 11,075 0.01
2013 170 2582 126.81 10,814 0.01
2014 199 3161 112.28 16,391 0.01
2015 228 3685 100.29 14,873 0.01
2016 221 1937 84.18 9,538 0.01
Total 321 18,499

Notes: I have only two quarters’ data in the year 2016, and the scale of sales is millions of US Dollars.

Table 3 briefly shows the smartphone market in the world’s largest 12 countries in the
first quarter of 2015. Their total GDP ranked the countries in 2015. Except for South
Korea, where its home brand plays a very dominant role in the market, most countries are
competitive and have more than 15 firms and 150 different varieties. Japan is another excep-
tion because iPhone and five Japanese brands support major product flow. Even Samsung
survived in Japan hardly during that period.

Table 3: Smart Phone Market in 2015

Country
Total GDP in 2015
(Billions of Dollars)

Quantity Sold in 2015
(Millions of Units)

# of Varieties # of Firms

USA 18,037 39.43 277 21
China, Mainland 11,065 98.92 428 31

Japan 4,383 8.02 59 15
Germany 3,364 6.09 187 34

United Kingdom 2,861 8.36 169 34
France 2,434 5.25 194 43
India 2,112 20.57 489 42
Italy 1,825 4.30 232 32
Brazil 1,804 14.21 193 17

Canada 1,553 2.99 79 17
Korea 1,383 4.31 31 7
Russia 1,366 4.13 177 33

My data also includes the product level information on each smartphone model’s char-
acteristics. I get the CPU information (processor vendor, processor speed band, processor
cores), system information (operation system, RAM band, storage band), the screen and
display information (form factor, screen resolution, screen size, display type), air interface
and generation information, camera information (camera megapixel, dual rear camera) and
availability of other functions like NFC, Wifi, TV, GPS, and Bluetooth.

As a supplement to the mobile phone industry’s data, the trade data intended to capture
the sourcing from the production country to the destination country comes from the UN
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Comtrade import data for industry 851712 (i.e., telephones to be used in the cellular net-
work). Each country’s wage, GDP, and income inequality data come from the World Bank
and the IMF. The tariff and regional trade agreement data comes from the WTO database.
Besides, I also collect and double-check each smartphone firms’ headquarter, production,
entry, and sales information by searching their official website, reading-related media news,
and checking product pictures online.

3 Model

3.1 Timing of the Entry Game

There are 40 countries and each country is a potential market for a smartphone firm to
enter and sell its products. In a given quarter, each firm (e.g., Apple, Samsung) is endowed
with a set of smartphone models (e.g., iPhone 6, Samsung Galaxy Note 6) to sell in its
targeted countries. Each model is endowed with a set of characteristics (e.g., 1300M camera
megapixel, 4.6” screen size) and its assembly locations to finalize each smartphone product’s
configuration.

In this game, the firms make their product and pricing decisions in each quarter. The firms
have already learned the distribution of consumer preferences in each market. They observe
realizations of fixed entry cost shocks and then choose the set of products to sell in each
market. After the set of smartphone products has been chosen, firms observe realizations of
consumer demand and cost shocks to deliver the chosen products from the assembly plants
and simultaneously compete for the price under the Nash-Bertrand competition.

3.2 Demand in Each Market

Following Berry (1994), my demand is a specification of nested logit form. At time t, each
consumer i from country d purchases one of the existed smart phone models (j = 1, ..., Jd)
(buy a smart phone) on the market d or selects the outside option (j = 0)(does not buy a
smart phone). The conditional indirect utility that consumer i from country d receives from
the smart phone model j at time t is

uijdt = xjβd − αdpjd + ξjd + εijdt = δ(xj, pjd, βd, αd, ξjd) + εijdt = δjdt + ε̄ijdt

where xj is a vector of observable product characteristics, such as CPU cores and camera
megapixel. pjd is the price of model j in country d. βd and αd are model primitives of
consumer coefficients of country d I are interested in estimating. ξjd is a country-specific
unobserved quality valuation of each smartphone model j, such as Samsung Galaxy Note
6’s exterior value in different countries. And εijd is a stochastic term to capture individual
consumer taste. Besides, this article uses a panel data set, but I will delete the time-specific
subscript to simplify the notation because the firms play the game under the static setting.
In the later estimation stage, I have taken consideration of the time effect in demand.

To overcome the potential threats of cross-price elasticity and allow consumer tastes to be
correlated across product quality, I have adopted the nested logit demand. More specifically,
I group the smartphone models into 6 exhaustive and mutually exclusive sets by their selling
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prices, namely, ultra-high-end ($600+), high-end ($400-$600), mid-range ($200-$400), low-
end ($100-$200) and ultra low-end (0-$100). I denote the group index as g = 0, 1, ..., 5 as
the outside option j = 0, which indicates does not buy a smartphone, is assumed to be the
only member of group g = 0. And I further define the consumer utility follows a function
form as,

uijd = δjd + ε̄ijd = δjd + ζigd + (1− σd)εijd
Here, δjd = xjβd − αdpjd + ξjd as above and εijd follows an i.i.d. extreme value distribution
function exp(−exp(−ε)). For consumer i, the variable ζ is a taste shock common to all
products in group g and has a distribution function that depends on σ, with 0 ≤ σ < 1.
Cardell (1991) shows that the distribution of ζ is the unique distribution with the property
that, if ε is an extreme value random variable, then [ζ + (1 − σ)ε] is also an extreme value
random variable. As the parameter σ goes to 1, the within-group correlation of utility level
goes to 1. As σ approaches 0, the within-group correlation goes to 0. By doing this, I have
allowed the within-group products to have similar utility levels. For example, an iPhone 6
has a larger substitution effect with a Samsung Galaxy Note 6 than a $300 Xiaomi 4.

Following Berry (1994)’s procedure, the nested logit demand above leads to a reduced
form relationship between market share sjd, the correlated consumer coefficients and product
characteristics:

log(sjd)− log(s0d) = xjβd − αdpjd + ξdj + σdlog(sjd/gd).

where sjd is the market share of product j in country d and s0d is the market share of outside
option. σd is the correlated parameter in country d and sjd/gd is the market share of product
j in the group g it belongs to.

I got sjd, xj, pjd and sjd/gd from the actual data, I am interested in identifying the
parameters of βd, αd and σd.

3.3 Firm Supply

3.3.1 Bertrand Pricing Competition

Each firm m would compete under the Bertrand pricing competition once their sets of
offered products Jd(m) in country d have been decided. Firms would make their pricing
decisions in an optimization problem as,

max{pjd,j=1,...,J}
∑

j∈Jd(m)

(pjd − cjd)Mdsjd

where Jd(m) is the set of products offered by firm m in country d, cjd is the cost for product
j being delivered in country d, Md is the potential smart phone market size in country d, sjd
is the market share of model j in country d. The F.O.C condition gives us

sjd +
∑

j∈Jd(m)

[pjd − cjd]
∂sjd
∂pjd

= 0
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I have
∂sj
∂pj

= αd
∂sj
∂δj

from my definition of utility function. And the cross elasticity in the

nested logit demand has the function form below as,

∂sk
∂δj

=


1

1−σsk −
1

1−σs
2
k(1− σ + σ

sg
), if j = k

− 1
1−σsksj(1− σ + σ

sg
), if j ∈ g but j 6= k

−sjsk, if j /∈ g

From the demand side result, ∂skd
∂δjd

can be calculated. With both sjd and pjd known from

the data, I can infer cjd of each product j in each country d.

3.3.2 Production

The components of a smartphone come from different sources: Carl Zeiss could produce
its lens, Panasonic may manufacture the battery, and Qualcomm could be the processor
provider. Smartphone firms will ship the different components to the original equipment
manufacturers they authorize, such as Foxconn, to finalize their smartphone models. In the
plant, the workers stand on production lines to assemble the components on the mainboard.
After the configuration of a smartphone has been completed, it will be shipped from the
assembly plants to the destination markets.

Following Cosar, Grieco, Li and Tintelnot(2018), I define the marginal cost of shipping
a smart phone model type j from assembly location l to sell in destination country d is:

cjld = c1(xj, wl, κ)c2(gjld, γ)eυjld

where c1(xj, wl, κ) captures the model’s original manufacture cost with respect to the
product type j’s characteristics and the assemble location’s wage wl. c2(gjld, γ) captures the
shipping cost for the delivery of model j from the assembly location l to destination country
d. υjld measures the aggregate cost shock containing both the manufacture cost shock and
shipping cost shock for each item i of model j from assemble location l to the destination
market d. κs are the cost coefficients I am interested in.

3.3.3 Product Entry Decision

In each given quarter, each smartphone firm (e.g., Apple, Samsung) is endowed with a
set of smartphone models (e.g., iPhone 6, Samsung Galaxy Note 6) to sell in its targeted
countries. At the start of each quarter, firms observe realizations of fixed entry cost shocks
of the products available to offer then decide the set of products to sell in each market. For
each smartphone model j from firm m, the fixed entry cost to arrange the assembly, delivery,
and marketing is Fjdt at each quarter t. I assume the model-specific fixed cost Fjdt has the
function form as

Fjdt = εjtFd

where Fd measures the common fixed cost base faced by all the products provided to country
d. And εjt is the model-specific fixed cost shock independent across firms.
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If firm m plans to offer a specific product j, the expected profit of model j should be
larger than the fixed entry cost it incurs. More specifically, assume a smartphone firm m is
endowed with a set of models Lt(m) in quarter t. The firm needs to pay for a model-specific
fixed cost Fjdt if the firm plans to sell model j in market d at quarter t. After observing
the market entry cost shocks, it finally decides to introduce an optimal subset Jdt(m) to the
potential market d.

For each model j ∈ Jdt(m), if it is offered on the market d at time t, I would have

πJdt(m) − πJdt(m)/j − Fjdt > 0

where πJdt(m)− πJdt(m)/j is the marginal profit of offering model j which also counts the new
product’s cannibalization effect on the other existed models of the same firm m in country
d. In Arkolakis, Ganapati, and Muendler (2019), the total fixed cost of a firm is also related
to the number of varieties of each firm in each market. Here, I keep the model specific fixed
cost shock independent across products of the same firms. Conversely, if a model j ∈ Lt(m)
but j /∈ Jdt(m), which indicates that the model j is available but not being offered in country
d at time t, I would have,

πJdt(m)+j − πJdt(m) − Fjdt < 0

4 Estimation

4.1 Demand Side Estimation

In the model part, I have obtained a reduced form relationship between market share,
the correlated consumer coefficients and product characteristics:

log(sjd)− log(s0d) = xjβd − αdpjd + ξjd + σdlog(sjd/gd).

where sjd is the market share of product j in country d and s0d is the market share of outside
option. xj is a vector of observable product characteristics, such as CPU cores and camera
megapixel. pjd is the price of model j in country d. βd and αd are model primitives of
consumer coefficients from country d I am interested in estimating. ξjd is a country specific
unobserved quality valuation of each smart phone model j, such as Samsung Galaxy Note 6’s
exterior value in different countries. σd is the correlated parameter in country d and sjd/gd
is the market share of product j in the group g it belongs to.

To further parameterize the demand side function, I assume the coefficient vector βd is the
same for all the countries and the price elasticity in each country αd can be parameterized
as αd = α + ᾱlog(incomed), because in practice it is difficult to estimate negative price
elasticities for all the countries and the results often deliver extreme elasticities for some
countries. Putting the country fixed effect, firm fixed effect and time effect back to the
demand side, I have the final specification to estimate as,

log(sjdt) = log(s0dt)−αlog(pjdt)−ᾱlog(incomedt)log(pjdt)+xjdtβ+σlog(sjdt/gdt)+fd+fm+τt+ξdj

where fd is country d’s fixed effect, fm is the firm m’s fixed effect and τt is the time effect.
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Table 4: Demand Side Estimation

α -10.78*** ᾱ 0.584***
(0.231) (0.0571)

σ 0.809***
(0.0122)

βs
Home Product -0.386*** Android -0.241***

(0.0388) (0.0654)
4G 0.601*** CPU Speed 0.729***

(0.0637) (0.0925)
Cores 0.179*** RAM 1.021***

(0.0121) (0.0927)
Full Screen -2.607*** Screen Size 1.316***

(0.213) (0.0884)
Display 0.0938*** Storage 0.0169***

(0.00632) (0.00155)
Camera Megapixel 0.108*** Bluetooth 0.144

(0.00887) (0.262)
GPS 0.814*** Wifi -1.646***

(0.0649) (0.367)
NFC 0.639*** TV 0.255***

(0.0627) (0.0570)
Constant 18.30***

(1.350)
Country Effect Yes

Firm Effect Yes Observations 69,498
Time Effect Yes R-squared 0.166

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 5: Price Elasticities by Country

Argentina -5.28 Mexico -5.43
Australia -4.36 Netherlands -4.47
Austria -4.49 New Zealand -4.61
Belgium -4.53 Nigeria -6.18
Brazil -5.34 Norway -4.12
Canada -4.48 China, Mainland -5.66
Chile -5.19 Pakistan -6.61
Colombia -5.61 Philippines -6.20
Denmark -4.38 Portugal -4.97
Finland -4.50 Russia -5.28
France -4.59 Singapore -4.43
Germany -4.54 Spain -4.79
Hong Kong -4.63 Sweden -4.40
India -6.52 Switzerland -4.18
Indonesia -6.03 Taiwan -4.96
Ireland -4.43 Thailand -5.73
Italy -4.69 USA -4.44
Japan -4.57 Ukraine -6.09
Korea -4.87 United Kingdom -4.57

As I have sjdt, xjt, pjdt and sjdt/gdt from the actual data, a regression can help me identify
the parameters of β, α, ᾱ and σ. To overcome the endogeneity of ξjd, the instrument variables
are necessary to be applied in my estimation. I have chosen a set of instruments to help
me identify the parameters I need. They are the number of models in each market, the
number of vendors in each market, and the average characteristics of other models (camera
megapixel and screen size). I have also avoided the possible perfect collinearity issue when
choosing the instruments in accommodation with the fixed effects.

Results Table 4 shows the consumer coefficients I estimate. From the estimates of α and
ᾱ, I find negative price elasticities for all the countries, and the price elasticities of rich
countries would be smaller in absolute value measure. The estimate of σ is 0.8, which
indicates a relatively high substitution effect between the products in the same quality tier.
Among the estimates of the product characteristics, almost all the coefficients follow my
intuition except the term of Wifi, which has a negative result. Android is an indicator of the
Android system, and the non-Android systems include Apple’s IOS system, Nokia’s Symbian
system, and some other systems once developed and adopted by some firms like Blackberry
and Motorola. The Full Screen indicates the phone only has a screen like the iPhone series,
while the converse situation is a phone with a bar or keyboard. The negative result of
Home Product indicates the popularity of smartphones from the USA, South Korea, China,
and Japan in a lot of countries than their home brands. Table 5 shows the results of price
elasticities by country. As I stated, the absolute values of rich countries’ price elasticities
are smaller, showing that consumers in rich countries are relatively insensitive to the price
change. And the price elasticities of my estimation range from -7 to -4.m
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4.2 Supply Side Estimation

4.2.1 Costs and Markups of Each Brand

In my model, firms compete in Nash-Bertrand pricing after the products on the market
have been determined. As shown before, the optimization gives me:

sjd +
∑

j∈Jd(m)

[pjd − cjd]
∂sjd
∂pjd

= 0

where Jd(m) is the set of offered products of firm m in country d. I have
∂sj
∂pj

= αd
∂sj
∂δj

from

my definition of utility function. The cross elasticity in the nested logit demand has the
function form below as,

∂sk
∂δj

=


1

1−σsk −
1

1−σs
2
k(1− σ + σ

sg
), if j = k

− 1
1−σsksj(1− σ + σ

sg
), if j ∈ g but j 6= k

−sjsk, if j /∈ g

From the demand side result, I have obtained the results of αd and σ. So ∂skd
∂pjd

can be

calculated. With both sjd and pjd known from the data, I am able to infer cjd from the
optimization function.

Results As I estimate the cost of each product in each market. I aggregate the total cost
and total revenue of all the firms in the world. Table 6 shows the average markup of the
top 30 selling smartphone firms in the world. The average markup is the ratio of a firm’s
total profit in the world divided by the total cost. The left column indicated the name of
the smartphone firms, the headquarter is each firm’s originated country, the average markup
is defined as above, and the percentage indicates the firms’ total sales quantities in the
world among my observation period. My results indicate Apple and Samsung charge higher
markups to 13.7% and 7.3%. Except for the two outstanding firms, most of the firms price
their products at the markup level between 4% to 5%. My estimation result is consistent with
the market research conducted by consulting firms and the media news, which is evidence
that my model fits the fact well.

4.2.2 Cost Estimates

I have defined the marginal cost of shipping a smart phone model type j from assembly
location l to sell in destination country d to be:

cjld = c1(xj, wl, κ)c2(gjld, γ)eυjld

where c1(xj, wl, κ) captures the model’s original manufacture cost with respect to the
product type j’s characteristics and the assemble location’s wage wl. c2(gjld, γ) captures the
shipping cost for the delivery of model j from the assembly location l to destination country
d. υjld measures the aggregate cost shock containing both the manufacture cost shock and
shipping cost shock for each item i of model j from assemble location l to the destination
market d.
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Table 6: Average Markups by Top 30 Selling Brands

Brand Headquarter Average Markup (%) Market Share (%)

Samsung Korea 7.32 24.36
Apple USA 13.70 16.90

Huawei China, Mainland 4.71 7.16
Xiaomi China, Mainland 4.48 5.14

LG Electronics Korea 5.26 4.73
OPPO China, Mainland 4.37 3.88
Lenovo China, Mainland 4.20 3.73

vivo China, Mainland 4.24 3.26
ZTE China, Mainland 4.41 3.09

Coolpad China, Mainland 4.05 2.56
Motorola USA 4.90 2.36

Sony Japan 5.20 2.24
Alcatel China, Mainland 4.87 1.95
Nokia Finland 4.50 1.52
Gionee China, Mainland 3.69 1.39

Micromax India 3.82 1.34
HTC Taiwan 4.67 1.25
Meizu China, Mainland 3.85 0.93
ASUS Taiwan 4.75 0.92
Lava India 4.18 0.86

Microsoft Finland 4.44 0.64
Intex India 3.52 0.63

Hisense China, Mainland 3.75 0.49
K-Touch China, Mainland 3.75 0.48
LeEco China, Mainland 3.86 0.47
Wiko France 5.57 0.39

Kyocera Japan 5.45 0.33
Karbonn India 3.31 0.30

Tecno China, Mainland 5.26 0.30
Q-Mobile (PK) Pakistan 6.45 0.30
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Table 7: Trade Share of Cellphones by Country (Percent)

2014 2015 2016

China, Mainland 65.6% China, Mainland 68.2% China, Mainland 67.4%
Vietnam 10.7% Vietnam 11.3% Vietnam 14%

South Korea 6.0% South Korea 4.6% South Korea 3.8%
Netherlands 3.1% Netherlands 3.6% Netherlands 3.1%
Other Asia 2.1% USA 1.5% Ireland 1.3%

USA 1.9% Hong Kong 1.3% USA 1.1%
Ireland 1.0% Other Asia 1.2% Other Areas 1.0%

Germany 0.9% Ireland 1.2% Germany 1.0%
Mexico 0.8% Germany 0.7% Other Asia 0.8%

Hong Kong 0.7% Malaysia 0.6% Hong Kong 0.8%

Data Source: UN Comtrade, Industry Code: 851712, Import Data

To parameterize the cost function, I have followed the structural form from Feenstra and
Romalis (2014) and assumed the manufacture cost has function form as,

log(c1(xj, wl, κ)) = κxxj + κllog(wl)

where xj is the vector of the characteristics of model j. wl is the wage rate of plants in
assembly location l. κ are the production cost coefficients.

I also assumed the part of the delivery cost to ship the product j from assembly location
l to the destination market d follows a function form as,

log(c2(gjld, γ)) = γdistlog(distanceld) + γdom1[l = d] + γ3log(1 + γtrf tariffld) + γl

where distanceld measures the distance from assemble locations to the destination markets
to capture the gravity. 1[l = d] captures the effect of domestic production. tariffld is the
import tariff for a smart phone produced in assemble location l to deliver in destination
market d.

I have also assumed υ follows the log-normal distribution, and θ = (κ, γ) are the cost
parameters I am interested in.

A problem with my data is that I need to find the assembly location of the cell phone firms
by searching online. I checked how a cellphone was made, and I found a small configuration
phone could source from a lot of countries. A phone may consist of a processor from the
USA, a camera lens from Germany, a screen from China, and a battery from Japan. All the
parts of cell phones will be shipped together to an equipment manufacturer like Foxconn,
and the production line of the equipment manufacturer will finalize the assembly procedure
for each configured cell phone. The UN Comtrade tracks the industry 851712’s import data
(telephones to be used in the cellular network) between every two countries in the world. I
aggregate the share of the units of cellphones for each import sourcing country, and Table
7 shows the top 10 sourcing countries in the world in the years 2014, 2015, and 2016. In
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Table 8: Manufacture Cost Estimation

Android -0.495*** 4G 0.601***
(0.00544) (0.0637)

CPU Speed 0.248*** Cores -0.0368***
(0.00685) (0.00119)

RAM 0.188*** Full Screen -0.256***
(0.00390) (0.0185)

Screen Size 0.124*** Color 0.0247***
(0.00357) (0.00104)

Storage 0.00704*** Camera Megapixel 0.0238***
(9.44e-05) (0.000530)

Bluetooth 0.231*** GPS 0.323***
(0.0674) (0.0128)

Wifi -0.465*** NFC 0.271***
(0.0964) (0.00449)

TV -0.0139 Constant 3.917***
(0.0152) (0.0883)

Country Effect Yes
Observations 69,498 R-squared 0.731

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

those three years, China, Vietnam, and South Korea accounted for more than 80% of the
production of telephones to be used in the cellular network. Furthermore, the production of
the cellphone industry is not as complicated as the automotive industry. Even for iPhone, the
production line in China can satisfy the demand of Apple. So in the baseline model, I assume
China and Vietnam are the only assembly locations for all the cellphone firms. Fortunately,
the three countries’ geographic locations are pretty close, so it won’t affect the estimation
result a lot. According to the news and media investigation online, I can also search and get
the result where the famous brands’ cellphone products are made. If I certify the assembly
location of the famous cellphone brands follow the news and the local cellphone firms only
produce at home and match with the UN Comtrade data, the assembly location information
is also plausible. In the specification, I have assumed that all the phones are manufactured
in China to simplify the estimation and keep the property that China’s distances and export
tariff rates to other countries are very close to those of Vietnam’s and South Korea’s.

Results Table 8 shows the estimation results of the manufacturing cost function. Almost
all the estimates show sensible results: the more advanced setting, the higher cost except
cores and Wifi. The coefficient of the variable Cores is close to 0, and the smartphones
without the wifi function are very few in my data. Table 9 shows the cost multipliers by
country. The unit cost measure is the cost of shipping from China to China, and the cost
multiplier means how much the cost should times on the pure cost if it was not sold in China.
The table also indicates the high tariff rate countries’ (like Brazil and Argentina) customers
suffer a higher price of a smartphone, and the further countries from China and Vietnam
would take a higher freight shipping cost.
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Table 9: Delivery Cost Multipliers by Country

Argentina 2.12 Mexico 1.27
Australia 1.15 Netherlands 1.22
Austria 1.27 New Zealand 1.18
Belgium 1.21 Nigeria 1.13
Brazil 1.65 Norway 1.34
Canada 1.30 China, Mainland 1
Chile 1.33 Pakistan 1.28
Colombia 1.47 Philippines 0.88
Denmark 1.36 Portugal 1.18
Finland 1.27 Russia 1.08
France 1.20 Singapore 1.25
Germany 1.23 Spain 1.20
Hong Kong 1.40 Sweden 1.33
India 0.84 Switzerland 1.26
Indonesia 0.99 Taiwan 1.12
Ireland 1.20 Thailand 1.17
Italy 1.19 USA 1.10
Japan 1.26 Ukraine 1.03
Korea 1.53 United Kingdom 1.19

4.2.3 Entry Cost

As the model-specific fixed cost to arrange a production line to support the sales of
smartphone model j in country d follows as

Fjdt = εjtFd

where Fd measures the common fixed cost base faced by all the products when being provided
to country d. εjt is the model specific fixed cost shock. I further parameterize the entry cost
shock εjt follows a log-normal distribution with mean µε and variance σε.

Following Berry (1992)’s method to work on the unique equilibrium, I focus on the
equilibrium in which firms sequentially decide on whether to operate a product or not: the
most profitable smart phone model decides the entry decision first, the second profitable one
decides second, and so on. As a result, the probability that a smart phone model j ∈ Jdt(m)
is offered on the market d at time t follows,

Pr(Entryjdt = 1) = Pr(πJdt(m) − πJdt(m)/j − εjtFd > 0)

= Pr(log(πJdt(m) − πJdt(m)/j) > log(εjt) + log(Fd))

= Φ(
log(πJdt(m) − πJdt(m)/j)− log(Fd)− µε

σε
)

Conversely, the probability that it is available but not being offered in country d at time t
follows,

Pr(Entryjdt = 0) = 1− Φ(
log(πJdt(m)+j − πJdt(m))− log(Fd)− µε

σε
)
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Table 10: Expected Product Fixed Entry Cost by Country in each quarter (Unit: $ 1,000)

Australia 422.8 New Zealand 432.1
Austria 438.1 Nigeria 175.9
Belgium 444.4 Norway 398.6
Canada 419.7 China, Mainland 195.7
Denmark 413.9 Pakistan 173.6
Finland 334.0 Philippines 244.0
France 281.7 Portugal 573.4
Germany 294.4 Russia 255.4
Hong Kong 401.5 Singapore 474.1
India 244.2 Spain 335.8
Indonesia 349.8 Sweden 450.4
Ireland 411.1 Switzerland 454.2
Italy 339.1 Taiwan 295.3
Japan 316.7 Thailand 272.2
Korea 426.8 USA 221.6
Malaysia 333.4 Ukraine 287.9
Netherlands 417.4 United Kingdom 327.0

Notes: The fixed entry cost of arranging a production line to supply each specific smart phone product
in each country in each quarter period is measured in the unit of 1k dollars.

The parameters I am interested in are eµεFd and σε to capture the average entry cost
of each model and the variation of entry cost shocks. With the likelihood function I have
shown, an MLE estimation can help me identify the parameters I need.

Results Table 10 shows the expected product fixed entry cost by country. Among the 40
countries I have, most of their entry cost varies from $200k to $450k in each quarter.

5 Counterfactual

In this article, I am interested in three questions: 1. How will international trade change
firms’ markups? 2. If the markups change, what kind of firms are more sensitive to trade
exposure? 3. How will the effect of consumer surplus by international trade be overestimated
or underestimated if I do not consider markup change? My model can answer those ques-
tions with the model primitives: the distribution of consumer preferences, marginal cost to
deliver smartphone products, the fixed entry cost to arrange the production line to support
the sales of smartphones, and the nature of the supply-side game.

To quantify the effect of international trade on product portfolio and prices, I perform a
counterfactual analysis that the smartphone industry’s trade import barrier over the whole
world increases by 50% in the first quarter of 2015. In the experiment, I observe how firms
in each country change their sets of products and the new prices they charge in the new
equilibrium. Then I can evaluate how the aggregate markup distribution of the industry
changes to trade exposure. I compare which quality tier changes the most and which qual-
ity tier changes the least. Finally, my model can disentangle the effect of trade on welfare
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implications by channeling fewer varieties and more distorted markups. Because the tradi-
tional CES and monopolistic competition framework only consider the loss of varieties in the
partial equilibrium analysis, my model can further investigate the effect of trade on welfare
through the markup channel and point out how much I would ignore without considering
markup changes.

When I compute the new equilibrium in each country, I focus on the equilibrium in which
firms sequentially decide on whether to sell a product or not, as stated before. Besides, my
counterfactual analysis does not require me to design an algorithm to find the optimal set
of products each firm provides in the equilibrium. As I analyze adding cost barriers to each
firm’s existing portfolio, I only need to find how firms drop their current products. I compute
the new equilibrium and follow the algorithm below:

1. Increase the trade barrier and cost by 50% and compute the new price equilibrium
under the Nash-Bertrand competition and the related profit.

2. If an additional product’s net profit is less than the fixed entry cost, I will drop it.

3. Compute the new price equilibrium under the Nash-Bertrand and the related profit.

4. Drop the smartphone models with the profits smaller than the incurred fixed costs until
all the remaining smartphone products have positive net profits.

5. Present the new equilibrium’s products and prices in each country.

Table 11: Markup Change By Increasing Tariff Rate by 50% in Germany in 2015Q1

Group Price Band Markup Before (%) Markup After (%)

Class 2 $ 100-200 10.39 48.61
Class 3 $ 200-400 9.48 24.82
Class 4 $ 400-600 6.52 8.89
Class 5 $ 600+ 10.39 9.01

Markup Change By Increasing Tariff Rate by 50% in France in 2015Q1

Group Price Band Markup Before (%) Markup After (%)

Class 1 $ 0-100 7.60 16.49
Class 2 $ 100-200 5.66 19.09
Class 3 $ 200-400 6.63 16.87
Class 4 $ 400-600 5.80 5.56
Class 5 $ 600+ 10.79 13.39

Table 11 shows how the average markups of different quality tiers change if I impose a
50% trade barrier increase in Germany and France in the first quarter of 2015. I find in both
the countries, the low-quality tiers are the ones that are more sensitive to trade exposure.
Before the experiment, almost all the Germany quality tiers charge an average markup level
at 10%. After the cost shock, the low-quality tier firms increase their markups significantly.
However, in the highest quality tier, the producers’ entry decisions have not been affected by
the cost change a lot while they tend to decrease their markups to save the customers slightly.
France’s change keeps a similar track that the low-quality tiers increase their markups a lot
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Table 12: Consumer Surplus Change if Tariff Rate Increase by 50% in 2015Q1

Constant Markup Constant Markup Variable Markup
without Variety Loss with Variety Loss with Variety Loss

USA 1 84.46% 77.53%
Japan 1 97.01% 90.13%

Germany 1 61.2% 53.05%
France 1 68.69% 56.35%

while the high-quality tiers do not change that much.

After analyzing how the markups change after the experiment, let us step forward to the
welfare implication. After the cost shock, there are quantity and price changes in each coun-
try. My framework provides the opportunity for me to disentangle how consumer welfare
changes due to the two effects. Table 12 shows the consumer welfare damage by varieties loss
and price distortion after the increasing trade barrier in the largest four import countries.

I simulate 1 million consumers’ preferences over different smartphone models and calcu-
late the average consumer surplus. After the increasing trade barrier, fewer varieties will
remain. The constant markup without a variety loss column shows the benchmark average
consumer surplus under the incumbents’ original markups and the original market structure.
The constant markup with a variety loss column shows the average consumer surplus ratio of
the remaining products if the products keep the same markup before the benchmark average
consumer surplus in the first column. The variable markup with a variety loss column shows
the ratio of average consumer surplus of the remaining products if the markups of products
also change to the benchmark average consumer surplus. Among the largest smartphone
countries, like the USA and Japan, the impact of the varieties loss is limited, but the price
distortion caused by the fewer varieties is dominating. The market distortion of the low-
quality tiers contributes a lot to the consumer surplus loss. In all these rich countries, the
consumer surplus would damage 7% to 10% more due to the price distortion compared to
the scenario in which we only consider the losses of variety.

6 Conclusion

This article contributes to the literature on markups and trade liberalization by developing
a framework in which both competition and costs change of trade exposure would affect
firms’ markup decisions. To explore this problem, I build a supply and demand model in
which both firms’ product portfolio and pricing decisions are endogenously determined. This
formulation helps us reconcile many facts on the entry and pricing decisions of smartphone
firms and goods. Contrary to previous literature that studies the effect of international
trade on firms’ markups, I adopt a methodology that requires less structural assumptions on
the firm supply-side and considers the trade liberalization’s effect to increase markups. My
empirical results suggest that trade liberalization can affect firm markups, but the low-quality
goods contribute the most to explain the total markup distribution difference. Moreover,
if we ignore the markup channel through which international trade influences welfare, we
would underestimate the positive welfare change brought by trade liberalization. Taking
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the smartphone industry as an example, we would underestimate the consumer surplus
improvement by 7% to 10% if we follow the traditional CES import demand and only take
into account the change of varieties in the analysis.
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